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‘Gmail Art Advisors’ Are a Pestilence on the
Market. Luckily, They Are Starting to Melt
Away, One by One
Who are these speculative intermediaries who materialize in boom times to

make a quick buck? “They appear out of the blue and often vanish into the

mist.”

A view at Paris+ par Art Basel 2022. Courtesy of Art Basel.
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When Wendy Cromwell began advising people on buying art in 2002,

she didn’t want to be called a consultant because that word had a

bad connotation at the time. So, she called herself an art advisor.

Two decades on, Cromwell feels ambivalent about that title.

“Now, I don’t want to be called an art advisor because the name is

so tarnished by bad actors,” she said this week.

We’ve all heard stories: When the market gets hot, a new cadre of

advisors arrives with the hopes of getting outsized returns—and

fast. Highly transactional and not very scrupulous, they leech onto

the same hot emerging artists, helping to push their prices into

millions of dollars. They get kickbacks from the galleries in

exchange for bringing business from their clients, who also pay

them. They are happy to flip works quietly without galleries finding

out—because they know people who know people who own the

works, and can make a cut, no matter how small, by selling them.

(Unlike the runners of earlier decades, the folks operate through

social media and their Gmail accounts.) Some call them “10-

percenters,” others “Gmail art advisors.”

An influx of “Gmail art advisors” muddies the water when it comes to
legitimate transactions. Photo: Edward Berthelot/Getty Images.

“A lot of people who printed out business cards that said ‘art

advisor’ during the last couple of years, when things were frothier,

will disappear back into the woodwork never to be heard from

again,” said Todd Levin, a veteran advisor, whose clients have

included former hedge-fund manager Adam Sender and actor

Leonardo DiCaprio. “It’s almost like a parallel ecosystem that comes

up when the market gets strong. They appear like a chimera and

they disappear as one, once the bubble deflates.”

The bubble for some contemporary artists may be deflating in front

of our eyes. January has been mostly quiet. People start talking

about “a return to quality,” which to me always sounds like a code

word for a market in transition. The industry will have to wait till the

London auctions in March and the New York ones in May to really

gauge the temperature of the secondary market. Sales of Old

Masters in New York have done surprisingly well, as my colleague

Eileen Kinsella reported last week.

The influx of new art advisors coincided with the influx of new art

buyers since the pandemic. Many are young, recently out of college,

and related to an art dealer or collector (i.e., nepo babies), which

gives them the initial entry into the system. They are highly

transactional and not necessarily interested in art. People often use

some kind of hyphenated description like “an advisor-dealer.”

Julie Curtiss, The whispers (2020). © the artist. Photo © Prudence Cuming
Associates Ltd. Courtesy of White Cube.

“They are like shapeshifters,” Levin said. “They’ll adopt any form that

best suits their desire to transact.”

While the names of bad actors are circulated by galleries, Gmail art

advisors are usually absent from the black lists—because they are

not known entities. 

“They appear out of the blue and often vanish into the mist,” said

Allegra LaViola, a gallery owner who regularly receives emails

seeking “available art” from art advisors she’s never heard of. “They

often want your well known artists, which is obviously a no-go

coming out of nowhere. Sometimes they do these blanket emails.

They tend to be very mysterious about who their collectors are.”

An advisor of this kind is usually drawn to a collector of a similar

speculative mindset, creating a symbiotic relationship that may be

based on a shared transactional goal as much as sheer necessity.

“A really good collector wouldn’t be working with an advisor of this

type,” Levin said. “And a collector of that type will be quickly

ferreted out by an experienced advisor. You are not going to waste

your time with them.”

Experienced advisors know that it could be as hard to get a $20,000

artwork as a $2 million one—and sometimes harder, given the

access limitations for hot artists. They also know that indiscriminate

buying leads to a collection whose value may go down 90 percent as

soon as the works leave the gallery.

The surge of Gmail art advisors is in part a result of a low entry

barrier into the field.

“Unlike being a stockbroker, which requires a rigorous process to

get professionally certified, anyone could print up a business card

that says ‘art advisor,’” said Alex Glauber, whose early professional

experience was acquiring and then liquidating art of the Neuberger

Berman and Lehman Brothers corporate collections.

“Any time that there’s a really buoyant and frothy market, especially

one that’s filled with new collectors and a lot of heat around young

artists, you get a number of people who participate as

intermediaries and sort of masquerade as advisors,” he said,

“because there is a surplus of people with money who want to spend

it and are looking for direction.”

Access is essential, especially when you’re dealing with the primary

market. Which is why newbie collectors may be drawn to those

presenting themselves as having relationships with galleries.

Think of it as tourism, where art buyers are visitors and such

advisors are guides. They’ll “take you to the bazaar, where they have

the carpet dealer who’s a pal or a brother or whatever, and they’ll

sell you all those carpets,” a young, savvy collector told me. “Every

client has the same collection—basically the same five artists that

the art advisor promotes.”

Joseph Yaeger, Sanctimony as a pastime! (2022). Courtesy of the artist and
Project Native Informant, London.

There’s a way to ferret out bad actors and find good ones. The

Association of Professional Art Advisors, for example, has 151

approved members internationally, up from 111 in 2013, with its

ranks including curators as well as consultants. The gold standard

of the field is Elizabeth Szancer, the longtime advisor to Ronald

Lauder, who helped organize the show of some 500 objects that

make up “The Ronald S. Lauder Collection” at the Neue Galerie

through March 20. It’s a rare public look at the private collection of

the museum’s billionaire co-founder and president, whose taste

ranges from medieval armor to Modern art. Levin, Cromwell, and

Glauber are all members too.

Such a pedigree can be valuable, because being an art advisor

involves much more than just getting an artwork or walking someone

around an art fair.

“If you’re a collector in New York you’re probably acquiring from

galleries and fairs, and you’re probably dealing with a lot of

international shipments and administrative challenges that you

probably don’t want to deal with,” Glauber said. “And that’s another

key responsibility of a good art advisor.”

Educating clients, shaping their vision, researching provenance, and

inspecting the condition of art are among other responsibilities.

Historically, the role of an advisor has been played by curators and

dealers. William Rubin, former chief curator of painting and

sculpture at the MoMA, advised the collector Leon Black. Art dealer

David Nash found many irreplaceable treasures for Paul Allen.

The ranks of art advisors began to expand as more people began

investing in art. These days, in addition to organizations like the

APAA, there are global consortiums like AIG, co-founded by auction

dynamo Amy Cappellazzo, and Schwartzman &, founded by her once-

partner Allan Schwartzman, who advises artists and their

foundations as well as collectors. The Fine Art Group and its rival the

Winston Art Group offer advice on acquisitions, financing, and

deaccessioning among other services.

John Baldessari, Money (with Space Between) (1991) courtesy Gemini G.E.L.©
John Baldessari.

Payments vary. Retainers used to be common, but a recent internal

survey by APAA members revealed that being paid by commission

based on a purchase price has gained traction in recent years. The

standard is 10 percent, but that could go up to 20 percent on lower-

value works, or fall far below at the trophy level, advisors said.

Undisclosed commissions from a gallery are a big no-no for an APAA

member, as is holding inventory, according to Megan Fox Kelly, the

organization’s president. The key is to always act in the best interest

of a client, and uphold the greatest transparency, she said.

One cautionary tale is the epic legal battle waged by Russian

billionaire Dmitry Rybolovlev, who claims to have overpaid $1 billion

in fees to Yves Bouvier, the Swiss shipping and freeport magnate,

who procured 38 artworks for him over a decade in the capacity of

an advisor.

The murkiness of the field is precisely why new people pour into it

during frothy times but exit quickly in sober periods.

“It’s really hard to make money,” a collector, who deals on the side,

said. “With these young people, they don’t realize that. It’s easy to

set up, easy to get going, to show up at Art Basel or a White Cube

dinner. Then they meet the wrong person. The wrong person flips the

painting. And boom. Where do they go? I guess real estate. The next

thing they’ll do is try selling condos.”
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Her Art Was Once Viewed as “Obscene.” Now
Martha Edelheit’s Nudes Are Finally Gaining
Acclaim After Decades in Obscurity

Artist Martha Edelheit. Courtesy of Eric Firestone Gallery.

,-'.-$,-/-0*1-, January 27, 2023

I am rooting for Martie Edelheit.

At the age of 91, she’s finally emerging from years of obscurity. Her

mind is clear and her body agile enough to enjoy every small step of

it all—a bustling opening, a post-opening dinner at the fashionable

restaurant Il Buco—while leaning on a cane, or a friend’s arm. Small,

fierce, outspoken, Martha Edelheit keeps pushing forward, with new

11-foot paintings and a planned return to New York City, her

hometown.

I first encountered Edelheit in the context of another story, which

explored the asymmetry of market acclaim for female artists based

on the findings of the Burns Halperin Report.

As I wrote in December: “The overwhelming majority of women,

especially women of a certain age, are ghosts as far as auction sales

go. The reasons for this vary, from the market’s preference for

painting over conceptual and performance art to lack of access to

the gallery system to individual choices to slow artistic production

during child-rearing years.”

Edelheit came to my attention because she wasn’t listed among

more than 2,000 women surveyed in the report. That’s because not a

single one of her works has come up for auction since she started

making art some 70 years ago. 

Martha Edelheit, Tattooed Lady (1962). Collection of Beth Rudin DeWoody via
Eric Firestone Gallery

© Martha Edelheit / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.

But things are changing. This week, Edelheit’s solo show “Naked

City: Paintings from 1965-1980” opened at Eric Firestone Gallery in

Manhattan, with prices ranging from $20,000 to $500,000. Her 1962

painting, Tattooed Lady, was a recently a star of “New York 1962-

1964,” an exhibition at the Jewish Museum exploring the rise of Pop

Art. A limited-edition print based on this work and priced at $2,200

just came out on Her Clique, with half of the proceeds benefiting

Planned Parenthood and Doctors Without Borders. Next month

Edelheit’s early abstract paintings will be part of “Action, Gesture,

Paint: Women Artists and Global Abstraction 1940-70,” a survey of an

overlooked generation of 81 international women artists at the

Whitechapel Gallery in London.

Martha Edelheit, Women in Landscape (1966-68). Courtesy of the artist and
Eric Firestone Gallery, New York.

“A lot has happened for her in the past five years,” said Eric

Firestone, listing strong sales from her first exhibition in 2017,

multiple museum acquisitions, scholarly texts, and upcoming

institutional shows.  

Edelheit’s figurative paintings still shock, irk, dazzle. The naked

body is there to behold in all its glorious detail— every pubic hair,

skin roll, and nipple—on a scale that succeeds in being both

monumental and intimate. The models look relaxed as they lounge

and recline, enveloped by verdant foliage or sumptuous fabrics. One

canvas, Women in Landscape (1966-68), consists of three panels and

measures almost 17 feet across.

“She’s taking gestures, poses, compositional framework from the

Renaissance and redoing them around these concerns of the body

and the self,” said art historian Melissa Rachleff, who included

Edelheit in “Inventing Downtown: Artist-Run Galleries in New York

City, 1952-1965,” at the Grey Art Gallery in New York in 2017. “When

you look at her works compositionally, you see Dürer, you see

Rubens, you see Botticelli.”

Edelheit said her interest in the naked body has been keen since

childhood. She was one of those girls who immediately undressed

and dismembered a new doll. “I was looking for genitals,” she said.

“But all dolls were neutered.”

Martha Edelheit, David x 2 (1971). Courtesy of the artist and Eric Firestone
Gallery, New York.

Her early works in the 1950s were abstract paintings that owed color

sensibility and compositional patchwork to Michael Loew, an

American artist who lived on the island of Monhegan in Maine.

Edelheit and her first husband, psychoanalyst Henry Edelheit, visited

Monhegan in the summers.

“We were sharing a house,” she recalled. “He had a studio on the

first floor, and we were on the second floor. There was a balcony,

and I would look down and watch him work. And I learned more

about painting by watching him work than I learned any from any

class. He was what they called back then a Neoplastic painter, a

disciple of Mondrian.”

In New York, Edelheit was becoming part of the avant-garde scene, a

member of the Tenth Street artist-run space and its offshoot the

Reuben Gallery, where she had her first solo show in 1960. She was

friends with Susan Sontag, the first person she met as a University

of Chicago undergrad, and artists Carolee Schneemann and Rosalyn

Drexler. Her male peers included Claes Oldenberg, Lucas Samaras,

Jim Dine, Robert Rosenquist, and Allan Kaprow.

Installation view, “Martha Edelheit: Naked City, Paintings from 1965-1980” at
Eric Firestone Gallery, New York.

“As she befriended artists who were engaged in performance and

happenings, those exchanges opened up a space of possibility for

her to consider the body,” Rachleff said.

Despite her active exhibition history, Edelheit sold very little art and

was rarely reviewed while “the boys all got galleries and moved

uptown and into the museums,” she said.

It didn’t occur to her that this had something to do with gender

because she didn’t see herself as a female artist—she simply

thought of herself as an artist.

The feminist movement opened her eyes to gender discrimination.

Initially reluctant to join it—she was “dragged in kicking and

screaming,” she said—she became an active member.

“I was forced into it because of what was happening with women

artists,” she said. “Not just me, but all the women artists I knew.”

The overt sexuality of her artworks—later dubbed “radical eroticism”

by art historian Rachel Middleman—was also a complication.

In 1966, a New York Times critic spent more than two hours at her

exhibition at Byron Gallery uptown only to inform the gallery owner

that he “can’t review that obscene woman,” she recalled. “Charles

Byron had a show in his office of a guy who did postcard-size

landscapes. So, he did a review of that.”

An event that had a profound impact on Edelheit’s life and art took

place in 1957, when her younger brother, Robert Ross, suffered a

horrific motorcycle accident while on vacation in Sweden. He spent

months in a coma and years in rehabilitation. A Korean War veteran,

he was treated in U.S. military hospitals that were filled with

crippled servicemen. What she saw there while looking after him

found its way into her works on paper from the early 1960s.

Her “Children’s Games” series of ink drawings are filled with

headless, limbless figures doing horrible things to themselves and

each other. Masked amputees appear in her ink-and-watercolor

works like Bird House With Baby (1962) and Dream of the Tattoo Lady

(1961). The chains and masks in these works are suggestive of

sadomasochism.

Martha Edelheit, Self Portrait With Tools (1975). Courtesy of the artist and
Eric Firestone Gallery, New York.

“I wasn’t thinking about S&M,” Edelheit said, explaining instead that

“masks were a way of not having to show the emotions of the figures

represented.”

The circus, which she loved as a child, was another frequent theme.

“Back then, before you walked into the circus, there was what they

called the freak shows,” she remembered. “That’s where you’d see

the world’s tallest man, the world’s fattest woman, a two-headed

dog or a two-headed cow.”

That’s where she also first saw tattooed people.

“I was hypnotized by them,” she said. “The idea of painting your

body, of marking your body forever was really a powerful image for

me.”

Martha Edelheit, Boating Central Park (1973). Courtesy of the artist and Eric
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Firestone Gallery, New York.

She began exploring tattoos in earnest in 1962 with a series of

“Tattoo Paintings.” She painted tattoos on mannequin hands, arms,

and legs as well as in her “Back Paintings” of 1972 to 1975. Several

of these works are now on view at Eric Firestone Gallery.  

Tattoos were not just a decorative trope, according to Jennifer

Samet, who works closely with Edelheit and organized both of her

shows at the gallery.

“The paintings become this arena in which she can depict not only

their bodies, but their ideas and dreams,” Samet said. “She used

imagined tattoos as a way to tell those dreams.”

Edelheit spent the past 30 years in Sweden, where she moved after

her first husband died and she remarried. She met her second

husband, Sam Nilsson, years earlier, after her brother’s accident. A

budding journalist, he would go on to become the head of Swedish

public broadcasting and a prominent figure in the media and culture

circles. Edelheit unexpectedly found herself in a new role, attending

Nobel Prize galas and having dinners with the country’s king and

queen.

“It’s like someone handed me a movie script,” she said. “All of a

sudden I had a closet full of evening gowns.”  

Her art had to adjust as well. She settled in a remote area on an

island, with the nearest bus stop seven kilometers away. This wasn’t

the kind of place where she could ask a neighbor to strip and model

for her.

Martha Edelheit, Seals, Central Park Zoo (1970-71). Courtesy of the artist and
Eric Firestone Gallery, New York.

“I think it was Rubens who said, ‘I paint what’s in front of my nose,’”

she said. “And I looked out the window and what was in front of my

nose was sheep. So, I did. I’ve been working with sheep and

landscape for the last umpteen years.”

She used materials she found in her environment, making canvases

out of chicken wire and papier-mâché and creating a lot of wire

sculptures of sheep.

Now another change is looming. Following Nilsson’s death in 2020,

Edelheit wants to return to New York. She spent several months in

the city coinciding with her exhibitions at the Jewish Museum and

Eric Firestone.

The stay brought back the memories of all the people who used to

be part of her life, the models who became her friends, the 5,000-

square-foot studio at the Hotel Wales on Madison Avenue and East

92nd Street (where she paid $125 a month in rent).

Once again seeing the paintings she created in that studio has been

intense.

“I look at this stuff and I find it hard to believe I did it,” Edelheit said.

“I’m amazed at how complex it is. It feels wonderful to have this

work out there and looked at, to have some recognition and

acceptance for what I’ve worked on all my life.”
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